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CLIMATE/TERRAIN Any 

FREQUENCY Very Rare 

ORGANIZATION Solitary 

ACTIVITY CYCLE Any 

DIET Omnivore 

INTELLIGENCE Highly (13-14) 

TREASURE U 

ALIGNMENT Usually chaotic non-evil 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

NO. APPEARING 1 

ARMOR CLASS 0 or better. 

MOVEMENT 15 

HIT DICE 6+3 

THAC0 15 

NO. OF ATTACKS 1 (weapon) or 2 (fists) 

DAMAGE/ATTTACK Weapon + strength or  

 2x (1d6+strength), fists 

SPECIAL ATTACKS See Below 

SPECIAL DEFENSE See Below 

MAGIC RESISTANCE 10 % 

SIZE M (6 feet tall) 

MORALE Fearless (20) 

XP VALUE 3000 
 

An Avenger is created when a person is killed while under extremely powerful emotions, for instance, if he is killed just 

after seeing his wife being raped and then killed. The Avenger will then, after a year has passed, return from the dead to 

revenge the wrong that has been done. In the returning he is granted powers above those of ordinary undeads and 

mortals. 

Avengers look like normal people but they are often quite pale and they are followed by a bird, usually a crow, at all 

times, their link between the land of the dead and the realm of the living. 
 

COMBAT 

An Avenger is a terrible foe, his Strength, Dexterity and Constitution is heightened by 4 points to at least 16 (from 18 to 

19 there is one point, and from 18/25 to 19 there is also one point). An Avenger also goes up one level (a 0th level 

person becomes a 1st level warrior). Even Wizards, Rogues and Priests then gain the fighter's bonus for high strength 

and constitution. Although he is either dead nor alive, he is NOT an undead considering turning attempts. 

An Avenger can, by laying his hands on a person, force the person to see the land of the dead, thereby causing them 

extreme pain. The person affected by this, will fall to the ground and will be paralyzed in the following round if he 

doesn't make a save vs. fear. If he succeeds, he fights with a -1 to hit and damage, as he still has the shock in his 

memory. 

Also by laying on hands, the Avenger can, 5 times per day, tap into the memories of people, the victim needs not to be 

willing, but if not, he gets a save vs. spell to avoid it. 

The bird that follows the Avenger gives him the following special powers: 

- Each round all damage suffered is automatically regenerated, note that an avenger can NOT be killed by 

massive damage, or the like, he will just regenerate from the largest piece. 

- He only suffers half damage from spells, 1/4 if a save is made. If a saving throw is normally not allowed, he 

still gets to roll one, and if a naturally 20, he only suffers half damage. 

- He may see through the eyes of the bird as if it was a Familiar. 

- He will always know where the people who are responsible for his condition are to be found. 

- In spite of all the Avengers power, he has one weakness, his bird. The bird MUST be free at all times, and must 

be within 100 feet to give the Avenger his powers. But remember, the increase in Strength, Dexterity and 

Constitution is NOT because of the bird. 

An Avenger also has an AC of at least 0, even if unarmored, but this can be better, each Avenger has a 5% chance per 

level to have a magical item of any sort, although it is always a useful one. Whenever in combat, the Avenger does 

everything to protect innocent, even being swallowed by a huge monster or jumping in front of a breathing dragon. 
 

HABITAT/SOCIETY 

An Avenger usually lives as he used to do when alive, living in the same house, doing the same work etc. 
 

ECOLOGY 

An Avenger doesn't influence on the ecology, except for the fact, that he helps make the world a better place living in by 

killing his enemy. Whenever an Avenger has achieved his revenge, he returns to the site of his burial, turns to dust and 

reunite with the dead. His bird vanishes into thin air. 

It is said, that the remains of an Avenger are useful in the creation of a Potion of Regeneration, but this is but a rumor as 

no one has ever killed an Avenger before. 


